
When life gives you lemons don't pretend that they’re sweet,
Squish them, say fuck it, take an axe to that lemon tree,
Because although here now, things might be a little shit, 
I promise they'll get better,
Or ill fucking quit 

Say a friend  is a Lemon, the fruit as you will,
Are they healthy for you? Do they water you and ilk?
If not uproot them and replant them somewhere els,
You don’t need lemons that pretend to be apples sitting on your 
shelf 

Say your a family are lemons, they all fight and you moan
And more often than not, you end up sitting on your own,
Ignoring the fact that they even exist,
they really do love you, maybe they’re just tired of your shit?

Say you’re a lemon, standing on this earth, 
All bumbled and horrid from the change in climate and what it’s 
done to the turf,
Thinking “we’ll fuck, I’m only a lemon what am I supposed to do,
It’s not like anything will change” really the most bitter of fruits

But you’re not a lemon, are you, reader, listener, arts ambassador 
extraordinaire,
You have the power to gut the toxins out our air, 
We are adaptable creatures, it’s what we do best,
And I think it’s time that we put that theory to the test 

So buy a bike, stop burning fossils fuels, 
not for you but for you kids kids kids kids, 
Because otherwise they won’t be able to live on earth. 

We can all do our little bit, we could all do a lot,
More often than not it’s simply that we forgot 
Because we’ve been taught to consume a lot,
So of course it’s difficult, but nothing worth it is easy,
The first step is taking a whole lot of responsibility.


